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Abstract—

The intrusion detection system (IDS) is the main 

tool to do security monitoring that is one of the security 

strategies for the supervisory control and data acquisition 

(SCADA) system. In this paper, we develop an IDS based on 

the autoencoder deep learning model (AE-IDS) for the SCADA 

system. The target SCADA communication protocol of the 

detection model is the Distributed Network Protocol 3 (DNP3), 

which is currently the most commonly utilized communication 

protocol in the power substation. Cyberattacks that we consider 

are data injection or modification attacks, which are the most 

critical attacks in the SCADA systems. In this paper, we 

extracted 17 data features from DNP3 communication, and use 

them to train the autoencoder network. We measure accuracy 

and loss of detection and compare them with different 

supervised deep learning algorithms. The unsupervised AE-IDS 

model shows better performance than the other deep learning 

IDS models. 

Index Terms—Network intrusion detection system, DNP3, 

SCADA, autoencoder, deep learning, cybersecurity 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Security monitoring is one of the integral strategies for 

the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) 

systems, more generally the industrial control systems 

(ICS), and the intrusion detection system (IDS) is a main 

tool of doing security monitoring. The anomaly IDS 

detection is the process to determine which observed 

events are to be identified as abnormal because it has 

significant deviation from normal behaviors that is called 

‘profile.’ The difficult part is how to decide or derive 

profiles which reflect all semantics of the system. Thus, 

the main task to do security monitoring is to design 

domain-specific IDS which is aware of the target domain 

semantics. Depending on how to drive the profiles, all 

IDS models for the SCADA/ICS systems come under 

three categories: traffic-aware, protocol-aware, and 

process-aware [1]-[4]. 

Encouraged by the success in some fields, many 

researchers have begun to focus on constructing IDSs 

using machine learning and deep learning methods [5]-

[11]. One of the challenges to develop anomaly IDS 

systems is to have capabilities to detect hitherto unknown 

anomalies or attacks. For this purpose, recently 

unsupervised learning and semi-supervised learning are 

gaining attention. At the same time, autoencoder is 
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highlighted as a useful tool to realize the 

unsupervised/semi-supervised learning [12]-[14].  

In this paper, we develop an IDS for the SCADA 

security based on the autoencoder model. The target of 

the detection model is the DNP3 protocol, which is 

currently the most commonly utilized communication 

protocol in the power substation and other ICS systems 

[15]. 

One of the major obstacles to develop the 

SCADA/ICS-specific IDS is to generate datasets that can 

reflect real traffic behaviors of the target systems. In this 

study, we generate our own dataset based on OpenDNP3 

library through GNS3 [16], [17]. Another hinderance to 

construct and evaluate IDS for the SCADA/ICS system is 

how we simulate attacks. Even though we can find some 

information from the past SCADA/ICS cyberattack 

incidents, we have to consider attack scenarios including 

possible attacks in the future as well as the erstwhile 

known attacks. Thus, we should build and evaluate the 

proposed IDS models on top of this adversarial/attack 

model. In light of these characteristics of the dataset, the 

approach using unsupervised learning models has an 

advantage over supervised learning models, since they 

address imbalanced classification problems between 

mostly normal traffic data and very few attack data, 

which have to be assumed to be basically unknown. In 

this paper, we develop an IDS based on the autoencoder 

because the autoencoder model is able to derive a certain 

profile, i.e., a normal pattern from a vast amount of 

normal traffic. 

The paper [18] analyzes all possible attacks against all 

layers of the DNP3 protocol stack. In this paper, we focus 

only on data injection and modification attacks as well as 

DoS attack, since those attacks are considered to be the 

most critical attacks that can cause to wreak more 

damages to the SCADA/ICS operations. We assume that 

data injection and modification attacks would be 

materialized via the man-in-the-middle (MITM) attack. 

In the DNP3 operation mode, a master, which is a 

Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) or a Human Machine 

Interface (HMI), does regular polling to remote 

outstations, which are programming logic controllers 

(PLCs) or Intelligent Electronic Devices (IEDs), in order 

to monitor their exact status or any exceptions. For the 

static or event polls, a master establishes TCP 

connections with outstations. The papers [19], [20] show 
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the dynamics of TCP connections, such as connection 

frequency and duration, etc., by collecting traffic from 

real power substations. In this paper, we focus on TCP 

connection-related behaviors as features, which can 

represent normal operation patterns. We extract 17 input 

features based on TCP connections to train a model.   

Main focus of this paper is to show the performance of 

an autoencoder-based IDS (AE-IDS) model with feature 

representation based on TCP connections to detect 

normal and abnormal behaviors in DNP3 operation 

modes. Even though we use restricted dataset derived 

from streamlined DNP3 operation modes with specific 

attack types, we try to find out how well AE-IDS 

performs, comparing with other well-known supervised 

learning models.   

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In 

section II, we present the proposed IDS model based on 

an autoencoder. In section III, we present an experiment 

setup and evaluation of the proposed model. And in 

section IV, we show comparison results between AE-IDS 

and other supervised leaning-based IDS models. Finally, 

we suggest conclusion and future work in section V. 

II. IDS MODEL BASED ON AUTOENCODER 

The IDS design is composed of two main phases: the 

extracting phase and the detection phase. In the extracting 

phase, the DNP3 packet is processed to extract data 

features that represent the behavior of the network. Each 

processed DNP3 packet is categorized as normal or 

abnormal, and normal packets are used in the training 

phase. The detection phase uses the same features, which 

are extracted from the extracting phase, as input. The 

constructed IDS model predicts which packets belong to 

either normal or abnormal. 

A. Extracting Phase 

The generated dataset has 470 normal instances (TCP 

connections), 10 disable unsolicited messages attack 

instances, 11 cold restart command attack instances, and 

370 DoS attack instances. This gives a total of 861 

instances. The total instances or TCP connections are 

relatively small, but these instances are enough to capture 

normal patterns, which later are used to discern 

abnormality of traffic at the experiment. 

This generated dataset consists of 17 features, which 

are also used similarly by [21]. Among them, the 12 

features are related to behaviors of TCP connections. The 

reason we choose these features is that TCP connection or 

flow-based behavior is more likely to reflect normal 

behavior of DNP3 operation, rather than packet-based or 

window-based behavior, which are also commonly 

considered as an alternative to extract input features to 

train. “Fig. 1,” shows the correlation between the input 

features and the label to denote attack types. The 12 

features are: 

1) Duration: How long the connection lasts before it 

finishes. 

2) Src_bytes: Number of data bytes transferred from 

source to destination in a single connection. 

3) Dst_bytes: Number of data bytes transferred from 

destination to source in a single connection. 

4) Flag: Status of the connection, i.e., Normal or Error. 

5) Count: Number of connections to the same 

destination host as the current connection in the past 

two seconds. 

6) Srv_count: Number of connections to the same 

service (port number) as the current connection in the 

past two seconds. 

7) Same_srv_rate: The percentage of connections that 

were to the same service, among the connections 

aggregated in Count. 

8) Dst_host_count: Number of host connections to the 

destination 

9) Dst_host_srv_count: Number of services connecting 

to the destination. 

10) Srv_rate: The percentage of connections that were to 

the same service. 

11) Port_rate: The percentage of connections that were to 

the same source port, among the connections having 

the same port number. 

12) Rttd: Round trip time delay is the length of time it 

takes for a signal to be sent plus the length of time it 

takes for an acknowledgement of that signal to be 

received. 

 

Fig. 1. Correlation between label and features 

The remaining 5 features are related to DNP3 specific 

features as follows:    

13) Contains dnp3 packets: A feature indicating if the 

connection contains a DNP3 packet. 

14) DNP3 payload length: The total length of the DNP3 

payload contained within the connection. 

15) Min dnp3 payload length: The minimum DNP3 

payload length in the connection.  

16) Cold restart in dnp3 pkt: A Boolean indicating if 

there exists a cold restart or disable unsolicited 

message command in the connection. 
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17) Func code_not_Support_count: A Boolean indicating 

changes in function code.  

B. Detecting Phase 

As a deep learning structure is defined as a sequence of 

layers, we create a sequential model and add layers one at 

a time until the model network topology reaches at an 

optimal level. As we mentioned above, we train an 

autoencoder model with normal traffic, and detect 

irregularities from an attack dataset at the test stage. The 

input layer represents the number of data features that are 

extracted from the extracting phase as shown in “Fig. 1.” 

Then, after multiple hidden layers, an output layer 

produces restored original input features. 

The autoencoder model consists of two parts: encoder 

and decoder. An encoder aims to compress the input data 

into a low-dimensional latent representation, and a 

decoder reconstructs the input data from the low-

dimension representation generated by the encoder, based 

on the nature of data. 

Equation (1) shows the encoding process where the 

input is changed into a compressed representation, while 

Equation (2) shows the decoding process where the input 

is reconstructed from the compressed representation: 

 h(t) = f(wX(t) + b) (1) 

 X’(t) = f(w’h(t) + b’)  (2) 

where h represents the encoded representation or the code 

of input X(t); X’(t) is the decoded or reconstructed input; 

f is the activation function used by the model; w and w’ 

are the weights of the encoder and decoder respectively; 

and b and b’ are corresponding biases of the encoder and 

decoder.  

The AE-IDS model consists of an input layer, hidden 

encoder/decoder layers, and an output layer. The input 

layer consists of 17 features; the final layer is the output 

layer that reconstructs the input. As for the activation 

function, we use the tanh function, since it is known to 

speed up the training [22]. For the hidden layers, the 

network should be large enough to capture the structure 

of the problem. The optimum number of layers is decided 

by a hyperparameter analysis. 

III. EVALUATION 

A. Exprement Setup 

We conduct an experiment on the network, which 

consists of one DNP3 master and one outstation, using a 

network software emulator, GNS3. The experiment 

utilizes two Linux hosts, which are connected to a switch 

with negotiated speed of 1000 Mbps. One is working as a 

master and the other working as an outstation, both of 

which are running OpenDNP3. We also add an attack 

host used for penetration testing, which is running Kali 

Linux [23]. We assume that an attacker already gained an 

access to the DNP3 network, and the Kali Linux node is 

used to execute malicious activities. The experiment 

focuses on the following attacks: DoS and packet 

injection and modification using disable unsolicited 

messages, cold restart function codes. For packet 

injection/modification attacks, we execute the man-in-

the-middle (MITM) attack by ARP spoofing. 

“Fig. 2,” shows DNP3 network configuration in the 

experiment setup. To generate the attack traffic, we 

assumed that an attacker (Kali Linux) has already 

compromised the network. For the DoS attack, hping3 is 

used to generate and send DoS traffic to port 20000 (the 

DNP3 port) of the outstation node [24]. In order to 

perform disable unsolicited messages attack and cold 

restart attack, we set up the man-in-the-middle (MITM) 

attack by arpspoof [25]. After the success of the MITM 

attack, we write a Python TCP hijacking script, which 

uses the scapy library to manipulate frames to simulate 

attacks of packet injection and modification [26].  

In this experiment, the application fields of intercepted 

DNP3 packets coming from the master node to the 

outstation was altered from a read class to a cold restart 

or disable unsolicited in order to compromise normal 

operation of the outstation node. The details of the fields 

and function codes of the DNP application packet are 

explained in the standard [15]. 

 

Fig. 2. DNP3 experiment configuration  

B. Evaluations 

Keras programming environment with TensorFlow at 

the backend is used to design the model. Designing an 

efficient deep learning model involves a challenging task 

called the hyperparameter optimization. First, we carried 

out the hyperparameter optimization of the AE-IDS 

model. After that, the proposed AE-IDS model was 

trained on the prepared dataset to evaluate the 

performance of the model: accuracy and loss. 

1) Hyperparameter optimization  

Optimizing the proposed AE-IDS model was 

performed by varying the number of hidden layers and 

hidden neurons in each hidden layer. In order to optimize 

hyperparameters, we trained the corresponding 

autoencoder model for each combination of 

hyperparameters. The reconstruction errors, i.e., mean 

square error (MSE), on the training data for 

hyperparameter optimization are given in “Fig. 3.” 

AE-IDS with three hidden layers and 6 Neurons at 

each layer is superior to others in terms of loss. Therefore, 

we selected 3 hidden layers with 6 hidden neurons as an 

optimal AE-IDS model. The optimizer used in the AE 
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model is the Adam optimizer, and tanh is used as the 

activation function. The batch size is 8, and epoch is 20. 

 

Fig. 3. MSE for different number of hidden layers and hidden neurons. 

2) Model evaluation  

 “Fig. 4,” shows MSE for normal data, i.e., 470 normal 

TCP connections. As shown in this figure, the loss as a 

measurement of MSE is less than 0.18 for all connections. 

 

Fig. 4. MSE for normal data. 

 

Fig. 5. MSE for attack data. 

“Fig. 5,” shows the loss for attack instances, i.e., the 

TCP connections in which attack packets exist. When 

there are any attacks, the model shows that the loss is 

above 0.01 as shown in this figure. 

In order to detect an injection attacks, DNP3 payload 

inspection is required. In section II of the detection phase, 

we extract from the TCP connection some DNP3 specific 

features like “Contains dnp3 pkt”, indicating if the 

connection contains a DNP3 packet, or “Cold restart in 

dnp3 pkt,” indicating if there exist a cold restart or 

disable unsolicited command in the connection, or “Fcns 

in conn,” indicating if a function code is changed in a 

connection. Thus, if any abnormal activity happens, the 

model clearly distinguishes between normal connections 

from injected DNP3 attack connections, depending on the 

patterns of the connections. 

IV. COMPARISON WITH SUPERVISED LEARNING MODELS 

In order to investigate the effectiveness of the AE-IDS 

model for SCADA security, we compared our approach 

with the typical deep neural network methods. The aim of 

the evaluation is to find out the performance of AE-IDS 

by examining the following measurements, comparing 

with other models. 

 Accuracy = (TP+TN)/ (P + N) (3) 

 F1_socre = (2 * TP)/ (2 * TP + FP + FN) (4) 

 Recall = TP/P (5) 

 Precision = TP/(TP + FP) (6) 

where P and N are the actual number of attack and no 

attack instances respectively; True Positive (TP) is the 

number of attacks classified rightly as attack; True 

Negative (TN) is the number of normal instances rightly 

classified normal; False Positive (FP) is the number of 

normal events misclassified as attacks; and False 

Negative (FN) is the number of attacks misclassified as 

normal. 

In our previous work [21], an intrusion detection 

system using the supervised deep learning algorithms, 

was proposed to secure the DNP3 network. The proposed 

deep learning algorithms were: Feedforward neural 

network (FNN), Recurrent neural networks (RNN), Long 

short-term memory (LSTM), and convolutional neural 

network (CNN). In this paper we compare the AE-IDS 

with other supervisory deep learning model-based IDSs 

in this specific case of dataset and DNP3 operation 

environment. 

TABLE I: COMPARISON OF RESULTS 

Algorithm Accuracy% Recall% Precision% F1 Score% 

FNN 98.75 98.01 98.59 98.12 

RNN 98.68 97.68 98.95 98.96 

LSTM 98.68 97.68 97.68 97.69 

CNN 98.68 97.68 97.68 97.69 

AE-IDS 99.70 100.00 99.74 99.49 

 

Table I shows that the performance of AE-IDS is better 

than other models in terms of accuracy, recall, and f1-

score. The accuracy of AE-IDS is approximately 99.70%, 

which means that there is a chance of around 99% of 

detecting any anomalous traffic inside the network. In 

this experiment, the loss (MSE) threshold to decide 
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whether a connection is an attack or not is set to 0.10. So, 

as shown in “Fig. 5,” the recall of AE-IDS is 100%. 

In addition, another metric to be considered is the loss. 

The lower loss means the better model. Loss is not in 

percentage as opposed to accuracy and it is a summation 

of errors made for each example in training or test sets. 

Fig. 6 shows the loss upon training the network. Similar 

to accuracy, loss decreases as the number of epochs 

increases until it reaches a value of 0.026 for FNN, 

0.0264 for RNN, 0.0534 for LSTM, and 0.1363 for CNN. 

As for the AE-IDS, this value is 0.0131, which is almost 

a negligible loss at the end of the training.  

 

Fig. 6. Model loss during the training of the network 

V.   CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The autoencoder is one of the most interesting models 

to extract features from the high-dimensional data in the 

context of deep learning. In this paper we propose an 

autoencoder-based intrusion detection system (AE-IDS) 

approach to build an effective and flexible IDS. The main 

purpose of this work is to show comparison of the 

performance of AE-IDS with other intrusion detection 

models based on different supervised deep learning 

algorithms. The proposed AE-IDS outperforms other 

models in terms of accuracy, recall, f1-score and loss, 

proving its efficiency in SCADA security. 

However, we cannot generalize this conclusion, since 

our experiment is restricted to small dataset and specific 

DNP3 operation environments. And superiority of input 

features based on TCP connections cannot be concluded 

compared to other alternatives, such as packet-based or 

window-based. The comparison still needs more 

experiment in various operation environments. 

As a further work, we need to expand the 

attack/adversary model, which can reflect various unseen 

and unexpected attacks. We also need to generate more 

comprehensive DNP3 dataset to train a model and 

validate its efficiency as an IDS for SCADA security, 

considering different DNP3 operations reflected in real 

substations. In addition, we need to validate and evaluate 

autoencoder-based intrusion detection system (AE-IDS) 

by comparing with the traditional rule-based or protocol-

based IDSs. We will also further explore how sparsity 

constraints are imposed on autoencoder and how sparse 

AE-IDS can be designed to further improve intrusion 

detection effectiveness. 
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